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Beginning POJOs: Lightweight Java Web Development Using Plain Old Java Objects in Spring, Hibernate, and TapestryApress, 2006
This book targets beginning to intermediate Java developers looking to build enterprise Web applications with the latest offerings from the open source Java community. In this book you’ll explore different approaches to building a Java Web application using a step-by-step approach.

Java’s history is a thorny and convoluted...
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Photoshop Effects for Portrait PhotographersFocal Press, 2006

	Deepen your bag of tricks by building on tools Photoshop offers to expand your product mix and offer your clients more options to choose from!

	

	Want to offer your clients more to chose from? Here's how: award winning photographer, Christopher Grey, has developed techniques to enhance portrait photography, using the...
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Oil and Security: A World beyond Petroleum (Topics in Safety, Risk, Reliability and Quality)Springer, 2008


	The celebration welcoming the second half of the 21st century on 31 December

	2050 was subdued in the Persian Gulf. The major cities of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,

	and others were dark. No fireworks or other signs of jubilation. Even those among

	them who had diversified their economies by investing in tourism, technology parks,...
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Advances in Bioethanol (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2013

	Disadvantages of fossil fuel derived transportation fuels (greenhouse gas emissions,

	pollution, resource depletion, unbalanced supply-demand relations) are strongly

	reduced or even absent with biotransportation fuels. Of all biofuels, ethanol is

	already produced on a fair scale. It produces slightly less greenhouse emissions than...
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Global Energy Policy and Security (Lecture Notes in Energy)Springer, 2013

	Despite efforts to increase renewables, the global energy mix is still likely to be dominated by fossil-fuels in the foreseeable future, particularly gas for electricity and oil for land, air and sea transport. The reliance on depleting conventional oil and natural gas resources  and the geographic distribution of these reserves can have...
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Fifty Early Medieval Things: Materials of Culture in Late Antiquity and the Early Middle AgesCornell University Library, 2019

	
		Fifty Early Medieval Things introduces readers to the material culture of late antique and early medieval Europe, north Africa, and western Asia. Ranging from Iran to Ireland and from Sweden to Tunisia, Deborah Deliyannis, Hendrik Dey, and Paolo Squatriti present fifty objects?artifacts, structures, and archaeological...
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Hybrid Vehicles: and the Future of Personal TransportationCRC Press, 2008
Uncover the Technology behind Hybrids and Make an Intelligent Decision When Purchasing Your Next Vehicle
With one billion cars expected to be on the roads of the world in the near future, the potential for war over oil and the negative environmental effects of emissions will be greater than ever before. Now is the time...
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Reservoir Engineering Handbook, Third EditionGulf Professional, 2006
Reservoir Engineering, Third Edition provides solid information and insight for engineers and students alike on maximizing production from a field in order to obtain the best possible economic return. This guide contains information on predicting oil reservoir performance through the analysis of oil recovery mechanisms and performance calculations....
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Parallel Computing on Heterogeneous ClustersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
A timely reference on new approaches to parallel computing
Traditional software for parallel computing typically spreads computations evenly over a set of linked processors.  This, however, may not always be the best way of maximizing the performance of a given network or cluster of computers. By taking account of the actual performance of...
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Computer Simulation of Shaped Charge ProblemsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2006
Devoted to the subject of shape charge design using numerical methods, this book offers the defense and commercial industries unique material not contained in any other single volume. The coverage of the Lagrangian and Eulerian methods as well as the equation of state provides first hand help to engineers working on shape charge problems. The book...
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World on the Edge: How to Prevent Environmental and Economic CollapseW W Norton, 2011

	When I meet old friends and they ask, "How are you?" I often reply, "I'm fine; it's the world I am worried about." "Aren't we all" is the common response. Most people have a rather vague sense of concern about the future, but some worry about specific threats such as climate change or population...
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Power Plays: Energy Options in the Age of Peak OilApress, 2012

	Many people wonder: Are we really running out of oil, or is it all a ruse to drive prices up? Is nuclear power safe and economical? Is solar energy really the key to providing plenty of carbon-free energy? Do we have enough natural gas or coal to make any loss of oil production irrelevant?


	In Power Plays: Energy Options in the...
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